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Abstract
This article discusses the use of the concept of teacher in different conceptual
spheres, that is, in different languages, and the etymology of their origin.
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Uzbek linguist M.I.Umarkhojaev gives the following definition of knowledge:
The perfection of man is through knowledge. therefore, learning knowledge is
obligatory for every person. By the way, knowledge is our inherited wealth, it
increases as we spend it, it does not flow in water, it does not burn in grass, as
your knowledge increases, your friends increase. if you eat it, you will live
longer, if you collect knowledge, teach it to others and leave it, your name will
be eternal, if you die, knowledge will go with you, it will be your companion in
the grave. As our grandfathers said, wisdom and knowledge are the adornment
of a person, and they are created through knowledge. learning is worship, and
seeking knowledge is the greatest jihad. Teaching knowledge to a person who
does not know is the best charity. Knowledge is the best companion in times of
loneliness, a reliable companion on lonely roads, an ornament in the eyes of
friends, and a sharp weapon against enemies. The first step in acquiring
knowledge is silence, then listening, next is memorization, next is practice, and
the last is teaching what you have learned to others. Science is better than the
state. Knowledge is you, and you protect it. There is nothing higher and dearer
than knowledge in the world
We all know that specialists working in the field of education are called by
several names. There are various explanations for their origin and etymology.
The conceptual spheres of the concept of "teacher" are as follows. first, let's
give the explanation of the word "teacher": the word teacher is taken from the
Arabic language and is related to the words ilm, education, scholar.
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In Uzbek, it is used in two different meanings:
1.teacher; teacher, pedagogue; math teacher, music teacher, university
teacher: the salary of a Fiqh teacher is 300 dirhams, "Science and Life"
2. An educator, a person who teaches something to someone; master, master.
today, the word muallim is rarely used in everyday language.
We see that the concept of "teacher" is often referred to as "teacher".
There are different opinions about the etymology of the word Domla, and the
full form of the word is domulla. This full form is also used in the vernacular.
According to the explanatory dictionary, it was formed by combining the
Persian and Indian words dodo and the Arabic mullah
According to the national encyclopedia, this word refers to intellectuals who
educated boys in old schools, imams of mosques, teachers in higher and
secondary special educational institutions, who gained prestige in a certain
field, who set an example for others with their advanced worldview, faith and
other qualitiesused for people.As for the word teacher, this word is a purely
Uzbek term. The word "teacher" stands out among words such as domla,
muallim, ustoz, coach, as it is purely Uzbek. It means a person who teaches one
of the basics of science and education.
The official position of specialists who teach in higher and secondary special
educational institutions and schools is teaching. The physical education
teacher told him that "you will become a good athlete". O. Hoshimov, "Listen to
your heart"
Means coach-educator, Murabbi is derived from the Arabic language and is
cognate with the word tarbiya. In Uzbek, it is used in meanings such as
educator, leader, sports coach. He is a coach who has won many prizes with his
team.
Mudarris-teacher. The word Mudarris comes from Arabic. It is related to the
words "dars" and "madrasa". means a person who teaches in a madrasa. Even
now, religious educational institutions, including madrasa teachers, are called
mudarris. This word was actively used in the language before: his great uncle
was the mudarris of the "Khoja Porso" madrasa of Buhoror, and Abdurahman
was brought up by this person, A. Qadiri"Scorpion from the Altar".
Pedagogue is an ancient term, the root of this word goes back to the ancient
Greek phrase paidagogos. This term, meaning child-leader, was originally used
to refer to the slaves who gave the first education and took care of the child.
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In ancient Athens, when a child reached the age of seven, he was given the
education of a pedagogue. He educated the child. Protection from physical and
mental dangers is also entrusted to the pedagogue. The pedagogue is obliged
to follow and bring the child to school, to always be with him. The word
pedagogue is related to the word editor. A pediatrician is a specialist in
children's health. The word "pedagogue" first came to Latin, and then to
French. It entered the Russian language in the 18th century and was later
assimilated into Uzbek. In modern Uzbek, the word pedagogue is a specialist in
the field of pedagogy; means a teacher, a person who is engaged in education
and training of children and young people, who has special training in this field:
The task of a pedagogue is high, complex and noble. "Science and life"
A tutor means-coach. This term appeared in our language in the last year,
means a specialist who constantly analyzes the spiritual and social condition
of students and provides close assistance in solving existing problems. Tutor is
an English word. passed into English from Latin through Old French. The root
of this word goes back to the Sanskrit language. Tutor is used in modern
English to mean a teacher, a coach, a specialist engaged in private education. In
Uzbek, it means an employee of a higher education institution. it deals with
issues such as student interest, extracurricular activities, and living conditions.
The word coach can give meaning.
The word professor in Latin means public teacher, teacher of the people. we
saw in our analysis above that its core goes back to the verbs profiteri - to say
openly, to announce, to speak openly. Professor is a scientific title or position
of highly qualified scientific staff in higher educational institutions and
scientific institutes. originally used as an official title at Oxford University in
the 16th century.
Instructor -lot.instructor-organizer, organizer
1. A person who guides subordinate institutions, social organizations and
individuals, teaches them how to do something correctly. The young instructor
led the next woman in. O'.Usmanov, Mysterious beach
2a person who teaches and gives qualifications for a certain specialty. In this
city, in Navoi, many sports activities are carried out by public trainers and
instructors. (from newspaper)
An educator is a person who provides education, a coach. Kindergarten
educator. Female educator. his eyes full of pride...staring at the teachers, he
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wanted to express his sincere gratitude to the respected Davronov, who was a
father instead of a father, to the passionate educator Mrs. Nafisa. P. Tursin,
Teacher. Abdulla Qahhor was a true teacher of the youth. From the newspaper.
Trainer-from the English language trainer-train means to train. A specialist
who leads the training of athletes in any type of sport. Coach of the football
team. The trainer gave me gloves and said: "Keep your heart!" I. Raheem, my
love. In this city, most of the sports activities are carried out by public trainers
and instructors. From the newspaper. The coach urged his student not to get
excited and gave his last advice. From the newspaper.
ausbilder means teacher, especially a ski or swimming coach
A teacher is a teacher who teaches people everything he knows and at the same
time educates them.
Pedagogue - Greek piadagogos - educator. pedagogic specialist; a person who
is engaged in raising and teaching children and young people, who has special
training in this field, a teacher. Skilled pedagogue. Team of school pedagogues.
One of the skilled pedagogues who was able to instill a special love for
geography in their students. S. Ahmad, Yulduz. The task of a pedagogue is high,
complex and noble. "Science and life".
Pedagogical-Pedagogical, specific. Pedagogical team. Pedagogical activity.
Pedagogical skill. Pedagogical practice.
A pedant is a teacher or teacher who deals with academic subjects and teaches
them to students
Erzieherin, Erzieher - teacher, teacher, pedagogue who teaches the theories
of educational theories and methods
A governess is a teacher who previously raised and educated children in one
family and was paid for her work.
Meisterschaft is a skilled coach or teacher who teaches in a particular sport
Lehrer is a teacher who teaches at school
Tutorin, Tutor - tutor or tutor, tutor, teacher at a British university or college
A trainer is a teacher or coach who prepares a person or a team for a sport
Vorlesung-lecturing teacher, teacher
lector-teacher from Latin lector-teacher. A person who reads a lecture
Wiederholungstäter - teacher, teacher, educator, repititor woman means
schoolmaster or schoolmistress.
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